
  

 

 

By Alex Gonzalez  

The Affordable Care Act (ACA), or ObamaCare, is now presenting Latinos with a federal 

mandate that will possibly put Latinos in precarious financial strains since some will not be able 

to afford the penalties, especially Latinos living on a fixed income, or below the federal poverty 

level. ACA will expand Medicaid, a health care program that provides access to about  50%  of 

Hispanics, of which 9 millions are  Hispanic children. Therefore, understanding the dynamic of 

how ACA hurts Latinos, or small businesses is imperative to help Hispanics to avoid “tax” 

penalties while keeping basic access to health care for blue-collar Latinos. More importantly, 

Latinos need to understand the cost associated with Medicaid v. Medicare and Social Security, 

and where the revenue comes for such programs.   

There are specific demands in the ACA legislation that will inevitably constrain the growth of 

businesses. 1) ACA legislation puts a limit on how many employees business must have to avoid 

penalties. As a result, businesses with less than 50 employees will not be subjected to the 

mandate, and thus, encouraging some business to let go some workers just to meet the 50 worker 

threshold.  2) ACA could prevent any business owners because owners will not have any 

incentives to hire more than 50 employees, and thereby, hindering economic growth in the US 

since small businesses creates 64% of all new jobs in the US.  

Moreover, ACA adds another layer of bureaucracy at the cost of $168 billion to an already 

crippled healthcare system. Currently, every year the federal government must borrow about 

$500 billion to pay for unfunded portions of Medicare and Social Security since most Americans 

only pay about 38% of what they receive in benefits. Hence, ACA exacerbates budget deficit 

and national debt since it does not fixed unfunded entitlement programs, programs that 

completely leave Hispanics out since only  8% of Medicare and Social Security beneficiaries are 

Hispanics. Currently, the Elder Hispanic population is the US is only 6.5%.   

In addition, ACA does not stop the “transferred of wealth” from young Millennia Latinos to 

boomers.  That's because, in Paul Ryan's words, "The distribution of government transfers has 

moved away from households in the lower part of the income scale.  In effect, Social Security 

and Medicare have been transferring money from low earning young people (who don't pay 

income tax but are hit by the payroll tax) to increasingly affluent old people; which is the main 

reason why AARP supports ACA while opposing any changes to the current entitlements 

programs. Further, 20% of the Millennia generation--ages of 18-35—in the U.S. is Hispanic. But 

the Millennia generation is the segment of the population with the highest number of uninsured 

Americans.      

Consequently, ACA, presents a contradiction for young uninsured Latino workers because, while 

it may offer healthcare access via a government mandate, it does not stop the ‘transferred of 

wealth” from young Americans to fund Medicare, Social Security—programs that will not be 



  

 

 

there for the Latino millennia generation. Thus, ACA only adds financial burden to young 

Latinos and the Millennia generation since Latinos are only 8% of Medicare Social Security 

enrollees but they represent the largest percentage of underage Americans and 20% of the 

Millennia Generation. Note. from the analysis by the Heritage  Foundation, Hoover Institute, 

and America Institute Enterprise  point to the fact the Medicare and Social Security are  the 

main causes of deficit and the national debt, all of which have no relation to the Latino Millennia 

or under age population.                       

 

According to the Pew Hispanic, the Hispanic population grew by about 15.5 million people from 

2000 to 2010—a 44% increase. In 2000, there 

were 35.2 million Hispanics living in the U.S. 

Today, there are 50.7 million Hispanics. Overall, 

the share of Hispanics that is foreign born 

decreased from 40% in 2000 to 37% in 2010. The 

largest decline in the share foreign born—13 

percentage points—was among Salvadorans 

(from 76% to 62%). The median age among 

Hispanics has risen from 25 in 2000 to 27 in 

2010. The median age increased by one year 

among Mexicans.  Mexicans and Puerto Ricans 

are the only Hispanic origin groups with majority 

native-born shares. Only 36% of Mexicans and 

1% of Puerto Ricans
 
 are foreign born. 

 

Median Age: Hispanics on the whole are younger 

than the general U.S. population. The median age 

for Hispanics is 27 years while for the U.S. population it is 37 years. The youngest Hispanic 

groups are Mexicans (25), Puerto Ricans (27) and Guatemalans (27).  Cubans are the oldest 

Hispanic group, with a median age of 40 years. Their median age is also higher than that of the 

U.S. population (37 years).   

Health Insurance: Some 31% of Hispanics do not have health insurance, about twice the share 

of the overall U.S. population (16%). Half of Hondurans are uninsured. The next most likely to 

lack insurance are Guatemalans (48%) and Salvadorans (41%). Puerto Ricans (15%), 

Dominicans (22%) and Cubans (25%) are the groups least likely to lack health insurance.  
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1  http://www.pewhispanic.org/2012/06/27/v-economics-and-health-insurance/  



  

 

 

Figure 4 shows The Elder Hispanic population is only 6.5 of the total US elder population, but 

projected to reach 11.3 by 2030. This graphs are important because it show that senior Latinos 

enrolled in Medicare is minimal compared with “Anglos”. Also the graphs show in 2012, the 

majority of Hispanic would  be between the ages of 18 to 35 age bracket, whereas the “Anglo” 

population  is 45 to 60 group  

http://www.nhcoa.org/pdf/NHCOA_HEALTH_STATUS_Hispanic_older_adults.pdf2  

 
 
 
Medicaid  and Latinos  
Created by Congress in 1965, Medicaid is a public insurance program that provides health 
coverage to low-income families and individuals, including children, parents, seniors, and 
people with disabilities. Medicaid is funded jointly by the federal government and the states.   
According the Kaiser Family Foundation,  Medicaid is a major source of health insurance 
coverage for Hispanic Americans. In 2009, 27% of Hispanic Americans—13 million people, 

                                                             
2 http://www.nhcoa.org/pdf/NHCOA_HEALTH_STATUS_Hispanic_older_adults.pdf  

http://www.nhcoa.org/pdf/NHCOA_HEALTH_STATUS_Hispanic_older_adults.pdf
http://www.nhcoa.org/pdf/NHCOA_HEALTH_STATUS_Hispanic_older_adults.pdf


  

 

 

including 9 million children—
were covered by Medicaid, 
compared to 33% covered by 
employer-based coverage and 
5% covered by Medicare (see 
Figure 1). In contrast, 11% of 
non-Hispanic white Americans 
were covered by Medicaid. 
Hispanic Americans account for 
1 in 4 Medicaid enrollees.   In 
2009, Medicaid covered 45% of 
poor Hispanic Americans, or 
those living below the poverty 
line ($22,050 for a family of 
four in 2009.  3   

   

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) expands Medicaid eligibility to include 

most individuals with incomes up to 133% FPL, including men and childless adults. This 

expansion extends eligibility to nearly 8 million Hispanic Americans. 

 Young adults are the age group least likely to have health insurance.  Employer-sponsored 

insurance continues to be the largest source of health insurance coverage in 2010, covering 

55.3% of the population, a decline from 56.1% in 2009 and 64.1% in 1999.  Uninsured rates for 

Hispanics (30.7%) and blacks (20.8%) are higher than for non-Hispanic whites (11.7%.  

  

 Overall Health Insurance Coverage 

 For calendar year 2010: 

o 55.3% of the population was covered by employer-sponsored insurance 

o 14.5% of the population was covered by Medicare and 15.9% was covered by 

Medicaid — with some individuals covered by both programs 

o 16.3% of the population was uninsured for the entire year  

Federal spending for Medicaid and CHIP was about $275 billion and $9 billion, respectively, in 

2011. CBO projects that federal Medicaid spending will rise rapidly over the coming decades 

because of expanding eligibility under the Affordable Care Act, higher federal matching rates for 

new enrollees, and the aging of the population.  Also, the CBO estimates a total of  Over the 10-

                                                             
3  http://www.kff.org/medicaid/upload/8189.pdf 

http://www.cbo.gov/sites/default/files/cbofiles/attachments/01-31-2012_Outlook.pdf
http://www.cbo.gov/topics/health-care/affordable-care-act
http://www.kff.org/medicaid/upload/8189.pdf


  

 

 

year period from 2012 through 2021, enactment of the 

coverage provisions of the ACA was projected last March to 

increase federal deficits by $1,131 billion, whereas the March 

2012 estimate indicates that those provisions will increase 

deficits by $1,083 billion.  
4
 

The net cost of Medicare was boosted by: 

 An additional $168 billion in estimated costs for 

Medicaid and CHIP, and 

 $8 billion less in estimated revenues from the excise 

tax on certain high-premium health insurance plans 

  Ages:  The uninsured are disproportionately between the 

ages of 18 and 34. However, 18-24 year-olds were the only 

age group to experience a significant decline in the percentage without insurance over the past 

year, from 29.3% in 2009 to 27.2% in 2010, which represents 500,000 fewer young adults 

without health insurance.  The Affordable Care Act allows children to remain on their parents’ 

plans until age 26, and this policy took effect for insurance plan renewals beginning on 

September 23, 2010.   In 2010, three in ten individuals of Hispanic origin (30.7%) were 

uninsured. 
5
     

 

Medicaid By age Group   

    

 

                                                             
4
 http://cbo.gov/publication/43080  

5 http://aspe.hhs.gov/health/reports/2011/CPSHealthIns2011/ib.shtml#_Toc303600551 

 This graph shows how almost half 

of  Medicaid cost goes to disabled 

even though they are only 15% of 

Medicaid enrollees while children 

cost is only  22%  but 50% of 

enrollees.     

 

http://cbo.gov/publication/43080
http://aspe.hhs.gov/health/reports/2011/CPSHealthIns2011/ib.shtml#_Toc303600551


  

 

 

Medicare and Cost to Tax Payers 

 

 

Medicare is health insurance program for people age 65 or older. Certain people younger than 

age 65 can qualify for Medicare, too, including those who have disabilities, permanent kidney 

failure or amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Lou Gehrig’s disease). The program helps with the cost 

of health care, but it does not cover all medical expenses or the cost of most long-term care. 

Medicare is financed by a portion of the payroll taxes paid by workers and their employers. It 

also is financed in part by monthly premiums deducted from Social Security checks. 

The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services is the agency in charge of the Medicare program. 

But you apply for Medicare at Social Security, and we can give you general information about 

the Medicare program. 

Medicare has four parts  

 Hospital insurance (Part A) helps pay for inpatient care in a hospital or skilled nursing 

facility (following a hospital stay), some home health care and hospice care. 

 Medical insurance (Part B) helps pay for doctors’ services and many other medical 

services and supplies that are not covered by hospital insurance. 



  

 

 

 Medicare Advantage (Part C) plans are available 

in many areas. People with Medicare Parts A and 

B can choose to receive all of their health care 

services through one of these provider 

organizations under Part C. 

 Prescription drug coverage (Part D) helps pay for 

medications doctors prescribe for treatment.  

Medicare Alone will soon double to $8,000 per enrollee. 

As a result,  There is an  urgency of   reform. Medicare is 

growing faster than federal spending and the general 

economy. Under current law, Medicare spending—the 

largest health care purchaser and largest driver of federal 

entitlement costs and the federal debt—is expected to 

jump from $522.8 billion in 2010 to $932 billion in 

2020.Today, Medicare spending equals 3.6 percent of the 

national economy as measured by gross domestic 

product (GDP). By 2030, it will account for between 5.2 

percent and 5.9 percent of GDP. The program’s long-

term unfunded liabilities—the total cost of the benefits 

promised but not paid for—amount to a breathtaking $36.8 trillion. 

 



  

 

 

Chart 6 below shows that the combined benefits of Medicare and Social Security will soon 

surpass the total revenue collected. In 2011, Medicaid cost was $275 billion. Medicaid cost was 

$550  billion, and Social Security benefits cost was $992  billion.    

  

 
 

-90% of Medicare enrollees are senoirs over 65.  

  

 



  

 

 

The principal driver of future federal 

deficits is the rapidly mounting cost of 

Medicare. Most of the discussions about 

reining in the program’s spending, 

however, have focused on Parts A and B, 

whereas the prescription drug benefit (Part 

D) largely has been ignored.* Yet, Part D 

costs per beneficiary are projected to grow 

almost twice as much as Part B’s and 

almost four times as much as Part A’s over 

the next ten years. Part D alone will cost 

taxpayers just under a trillion dollars over 

that same period. 
6
   

 

 

 

 

                                                             
6 http://www.medicare.gov/cost/  



  

 

 

The chart below also shows your estimated prescription drug plan monthly premium based on 

your income. If your income is above a certain limit, you will pay an income-related monthly 

adjustment amount in addition to your plan premium. 

If Your Yearly Income in 2010 was                                    You pay 

File Individual Tax Return                 File Joint Tax Return   

$85,000 or less                       $170,000 or less                         Your Plan Premium 

above $85,001 up to $107,000              above $170,001 up to $214,000                    $11.60 + Your Plan Premium 

above $107,001 up to $160,000             above $214,001 up to $320,000                    $29.90 + Your Plan Premium 

above $160,001 up to $214,000              above $320,001 up to $428,000                   $48.10 + Your Plan Premium 

      

The Cost to Tax Payers  

How Are Social Security and Medicare Financed? For OASDI and HI, the major source of 

financing is payroll taxes on earnings paid by employees and their employers. Self-employed 

workers pay the equivalent of the combined employer and employee tax rates. During 2011, an 

estimated 158 million people had earnings covered by Social Security and paid payroll taxes; for 

Medicare the corresponding figure was 162 million.
7
  

 

 In 2012, the projected difference between Social Security’s dedicated tax income and 

expenditures is $165 billion. For HI, the projected difference between dedicated tax and 

premium income and expenditures is $38 billion. The projected general revenue demands of SMI 

are $217 billion. Thus, the total general funds for Social Security and Medicare in 2012 are $420 

billion, or 2.7 percent of GDP. Redemption of trust fund bonds, interest paid on those bonds, and 

transfers from the general funds provide no new net income to the Treasury, which must finance 

these payments through some combination of increased taxation, reductions in other government 

spending, or additional borrowing from the public. Consequently, $203   billion dollars are 

transferred from general fund to pay for Social security benefits.      

                                                             
7 http://www.ssa.gov/oact/trsum/index.html  

http://www.ssa.gov/oact/trsum/index.html


  

 

 

 

The Chart below shows the number of white, Hispanic, and black Medicare enrollees in 2009.  

 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

How ObamaCare will affect Medicare and Medicaid.  

Here are some of the new taxes you're going to have to pay to pay for Obamacare: 

 A 3.8% surtax on "investment income" when your adjusted gross income is more than 
$200,000 ($250,000 for joint-filers). What is "investment income?" Dividends, interest, rent, 
capital gains, annuities, house sales, partnerships, etc. Taxes on dividends will rise from 15% to 
18.8%--if Congress extends the Bush tax cuts. If Congress does not extend the Bush tax cuts, 
taxes on dividends will rise from 15% to a shocking 43.8%.  

 A 0.9% surtax on Medicare taxes for those making $200,000 or more ($250,000 joint). You 
already pay Medicare tax of 1.45%, and your employer pays another 1.45% for you (unless 
you're self-employed, in which case you pay the whole 2.9% yourself). Next year, your Medicare 
bill will be 2.35%.  

 Flexible Spending Account contributions will be capped at $2,500. Currently, there is no tax-
related limit on how much you can set aside pre-tax to pay for medical expenses. Next year, 
there will be. If you have been socking away, say, $10,000 in your FSA to pay medical bills, you'll 
have to cut that to $2,500.  

 The itemized-deduction hurdle for medical expenses is going up to 10% of adjusted gross 
income. Right now, any medical expenses over 7.5% of AGI are deductible. Next year, that 
hurdle will be 10%.  

 The penalty on non-medical withdrawals from Healthcare Savings Accounts is now 20% 
instead of 10%.  That's twice the penalty that applies to annuities, IRAs, and other tax-free 
vehicles.  

 A tax of 10% on indoor tanning services. This has been in place for two years, since the summer 
of 2010.  

 A 40% tax on "Cadillac Health Care Plans" starting in 2018.Those whose employers pay for all 
or most of comprehensive healthcare plans (costing $10,200 for an individual or $27,500 for 
families) will have to pay a 40% tax on the amount their employer pays. The 2018 start date is 
said to have been a gift to unions, which often have comprehensive plans.  

 A"Medicine Cabinet Tax" that eliminates the ability to pay for over-the-counter medicines 
from a pre-tax Flexible Spending Account. This started in January 2011.  

 A "penalty" tax for those who don't buy health insurance. This will phase in from 2014-2016. It 
will range from $695 per person to about $4,700 per person, depending on your income.  

The first is a 0.9 percent surtax on Medicare taxes for individuals making over $200,000 or 

$250,000 for joint filers—approximately the richest 5 percent of households. The same income 

bracket is also responsible for a 3.8 percent surtax on investment income, which includes things 

like capital gains, dividends and interest. 
8
 

                                                             
8 http://www.factcheck.org/2012/02/gops-job-killing-whopper-again-2/ 

http://www.businessinsider.com/here-are-the-new-obamacare-taxes-2012-7
http://www.businessinsider.com/here-are-the-new-obamacare-taxes-2012-7


  

 

 

 Penalties  

 The penalty/tax will be phased in from 2014 to 2016. 

 The minimum penalty/tax in 2016 will be $695 per person and up to 3-times that per 

family. After 2016, these amounts will increase at the rate of inflation. 

 The minimum penalty/tax per person will start at $95 in 2014 (and then increase through 

2016) 

 No family will ever pay more than 3X the per-person penalty, regardless of how many 

people are in the family. 

 The $695 per-person penalty is only for those who make between $9,500 and ~$37,000 

per year. If you make less than ~$9.500, you're exempt. If you make more than ~$37,000, 

your penalty is calculated by the following formula... 

 The penalty is 2.5% of any household income above the level at which you are required 

to file a tax return. That level is currently $9,500 per person and $19,000 per couple. The 

penalty on any income above that is 2.5%. So the penalty can get expensive quickly if 

you make a lot of money. 

 However, the penalty can never be more than the cost of a "Bronze" health insurance plan 

purchased through one of the state "exchanges" that will be created as part of Obamacare. 

The CBO estimates that these policies will cost $4,500-$5,000 per person and $12,000-

$12,500 per family in 2016, with the costs rising thereafter. 

Therefore, you're looking at penalties of approximately the following at the following income 

levels: 

 Less than $9,500 income = $0 
 $9,500 - $37,000 income = $695 
 $50,000 income = $1,000 
 $75,000 income = $1,600 
 $100,000 income = $2,250 
 $125,000 income = $2,900 
 $150,000 income = $3,500 
 $175,000 income = $4,100 
 $200,000 income = $4,700 

 
The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT) 

have estimated that about 21 million nonelderly residents will be uninsured in 2016, but the 

majority of them will not be subject to the penalty. Unauthorized immigrants, for example, are 

exempted from the mandate to obtain health insurance. Others will be subject to the mandate but 

exempted from the penalty—for example, because they will have income low enough that they 

are not required to file an income tax return, because they are members of Indian tribes, or 

because the premium they would have to pay would exceed a specified share of their income 

(initially 8 percent in 2014 and indexed over time). Individuals may also be granted waivers from 



  

 

 

the penalty because of hardship and may be exempted from the mandate on the basis of their 

religious beliefs.
9
     

 Cost on Small Businesses:   

Republicans agree that even if ObamaCare is repealed,  we need to replace it with something else 

because our current system is unsuitable, especially due to the cost Medicare and Social Security. 

And, since this issue has become more about politics than actual Constitutionalism or health 

care, I will show both analyses by the Heritage Foundation and Fact Check analyst of CBO’s 

projection on the impact ObamaCare on small businesses.  

 Fact Check: Requirements Under the Law 

First, it says there is no penalty for employers with 50 or fewer full-time employees. Second, 

those with 51 or more workers and no offer of insurance coverage would pay a fine of $2,000 per 

full-time worker, excluding the first 30 workers. Again, there’s no fine assessed for part-time 

workers who don’t get health care coverage. Third, firms that offer coverage must meet an 

affordability standard — employees can’t be required to pay more than 9.5 percent of household 

income for their share of premiums. If employees do pay more, workers would receive tax 

credits to buy coverage on state-based insurance exchanges. If that happens, such businesses 

would be fined the lesser of $3,000 per employee receiving the credit, or $2,000 per employee, 

excluding the first 30 workers. 

Small businesses with fewer than 25 workers and average annual wages under $50,000 qualify 

for tax credits. They must contribute at least half of the premium costs. For 2010-2013, the 

credits cover up to 35 percent of a business’ contribution. Starting in 2014, the credit goes up to 

50 percent of the employer’s contribution for two years.   

The CBO says the cost of providing subsidies and business tax credits and expanding Medicaid 

will cost $1.4 trillion over 10 years. That total drops to $1 trillion once CBO subtracts related 

savings, such as an excise tax on high-cost, employer-based plans. But the law also is expected 

to bring in $520 billion in revenue over 10 years through various tax measures, such as 

increasing payroll taxes on those with high incomes. And there are $732 billion worth of savings 

in the law, which come from cutting the growth of future spending. That all works out to a $119 

billion reduction in deficits over those 10 years.
10 

The Heritage Foundation:   

1. The Taxes   

                                                             
9
 http://www.cbo.gov/sites/default/files/cbofiles/ftpdocs/113xx/doc11355/individual_mandate_penalties-04-22.pdf 

10  http://www.factcheck.org/2012/02/gops-job-killing-whopper-again-2/    

http://cbo.gov/ftpdocs/121xx/doc12119/03-30-HealthCareLegislation.pdf


  

 

 

It is often forgotten that in addition to being a massive federal power grab, Obamacare contains 

one of the largest tax increases ever imposed on the American economy—at a time when job 

growth should be the nation’s number one priority. In total, the Congressional Budget Office 

estimated the Obamacare tax hikes would raise about $800 billion in new revenue over a decade. 

By 2035, these taxes are expected to raise an additional 1.2 percent of GDP in taxes. 

The tax sections of Obamacare read like a “who’s who” list of bad tax policy. It begins with an 

increase in the Medicare payroll tax of 0.9 percent for individuals with incomes above $200,000 

($250,000 for couples) in 2013. This tax will depress the demand for labor at a time when job 

creation is critical for jump-starting the economy. Some may think that this tax will not hit the 

middle class because of the relatively high initial income thresholds. They are wrong. The 

income thresholds were purposely not indexed to inflation, so, as the years pass, more and more 

middle-income families will cross the thresholds because of normal wage growth.  

 

Obamacare also includes an additional 3.8 percent tax on investment income; a new 2.3 percent 

excise tax on medical devices that will reduce the size of the industry; taxes on the drug and 

insurance industry that will be passed on to consumers in the form of higher premiums; and a tax 

on high-premium insurance plans that will also be passed on to consumers.   

Deficits and Debt    

Obamacare will exacerbate the nation’s already alarming entitlement spending and debt crises. 

Already, the dramatic rise in spending on Medicare and Medicaid is pushing the federal budget 

to the breaking point. Obamacare makes the problem much worse by creating two new additional 

entitlement programs in the form of a massive Medicaid expansion and a new premium credit 

entitlement for households with incomes between 138 percent and 400 percent of the federal 

poverty level. These two entitlement expansions are expected to add a minimum of 35 million 

Americans to the entitlement rolls when phased in, at an expense of more than $200 billion 

annually by the end of the decade. 

 

Obamacare supposedly “paid for” this additional spending with offsetting cuts in Medicare. But 

the Medicare cuts have been exposed as unrealistic because they would result in the program’s 

paying even less for medical services than Medicaid does today. If that actually occurred, it 

would severely jeopardize seniors’ access to care. But even if the offsetting cuts were made, the 

savings are double-counted under Obamacare. They are used once to pay for future Medicare 

commitments that are today counted as unfunded governmental liabilities, and then a second 

time to supposedly cover the costs of Obamacare’s entitlement expansions. But of course, the 

same money cannot be spent twice. The result is that Obamacare will add hundreds of billions of 

dollars in new debts this decade, and trillions over the longer term. 
11

    

 

                                                             
11  http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2012/06/four-of-the-worst-features-of-obamacare  

http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2012/06/four-of-the-worst-features-of-obamacare


  

 

 

Latinos , ObamaCare, and Entitlements.  

1. Latinos are the youngest groups with median age of 25 years of age.  

2. Only 8% of Latinos are enrolled in Medicare programs. 

3. Some 31% of Hispanics do not have health insurance, about twice the share of the overall 

U.S. population (16%).   

4. 27% of Hispanic Americans—13 million people, including 9 million children—were 

covered by Medicaid  

5. Medicaid covered 45% of poor Hispanic Americans.  

6.  The ACA will extend eligibility to nearly 8 million Hispanic Americans.  

7. Federal spending for Medicaid and CHIP was about $275 billion in 2011. 
8. CBO March 2012 estimate Cost of ACA in the next 10-year period from 2012 through 

2021 will increase deficits by $1,083 billion 

9. But ACA bring in $520 billion in revenue over 10 years through various tax measures, 

such as increasing payroll taxes on those with high incomes. And there are $732 billion 

worth of savings in the law, which come from cutting the growth of future spending.  

Cost of Other Entitlements  

1. Only about 8%  of enrollees in Medicare are Latinos   

2. Medicare is expected to jump from $550  billion in 2011 to $932 billion in 2020. 

3. Medicare Alone will soon double to $8,000 per enrollee.  

4. The projected general revenue demands from general funds for Social Security and 

Medicare in 2012 are $420 billion annually.   

5. Medicare Part D alone will cost taxpayers just under a trillion dollars over the next 10 

years.   

 

  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.cbo.gov/sites/default/files/cbofiles/attachments/01-31-2012_Outlook.pdf

